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STUDIO POWER
Essential Equipment in our Studio Control Room is connected to a UPS Power Backup that will 
provide a seamless short term power backup should we have a power outage or flicker. Our
Internet modem, main computers and audio mixer are connected to the UPS. If we experience 
a long power outage we have a portable generator onsite that can be up and running
quickly. For a full studio generator backup on a switchover there would be an additional fee 
from the rental company and electrician to connect / disconnect.

STUDIO INTERNET
At EJSE Studio we have several levels of backup in place for our internet. We have Bell 
Commercial Fibre Internet which gives us a minimum of 500mbps download and upload 
speed as our main internet feed.We have a Rogers Commercial Internet line as a secondary 
internet line that gives us 1gbps download and 50mbps upload speeds. We also have both 
Rogers and Bell LTE Backups in place. Both the main Bell and Rogers Internet lines feed into 
an automatic switchover which provides a seamless switch from Bell to Rogers if Bell
should lose signal. This system also has a load balance in place should the speeds drop from 
one or the other. 

ZOOM MEETINGS AND WEBINARS
If either or both of the backups were to fail in our studio whenever possible we have another 
device connected as a co-host either in studio on LTE backup or offsite. Depending on the 
event this could be one of our technicians or it could be the client, presenter, etc. Having a
secondary co-host on Zoom ensures that there is no interruption to the Meeting or Event 
should there be a failure or drop off from the host.
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